Abstract The symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) that has the ability in decomposition of the total interaction energy into physically meaningful components is used to provide a more fundamental understanding of intermolecular forces. This work was motivated by the difficulty of standard SAPT in computing the intermolecular interactions for large energetic dimer systems. SAPT based on Kohn-Sham orbitals (SAPT(DFT)) proves computationally efficient for these large systems, but has been shown to perform poorly for interaction energy components. The deficiencies of SAPT(DFT) result from wrong asymptotical behaviors of commonly used exchange-correlation potentials. To remove the deficiencies, two asymptotic corrections by means of van Leeuwen and Baerends (LB) model potential and Fermi-Amaldi (FA) type potential were applied into three small test systems comprising He 2 , HF 2 and (N 2 ) 2 and a set of larger nitramide dimers at several separations. The results showed that when utilizing newly developed frequency-dependent density susceptibilities (FDDS) technique for computing dispersion energy, the FA asymptotic correction is very effective to circumvent these deficiencies in SAPT(DFT) and yields a good accuracy over the LB correction. The FA corrected SAPT(DFT) approach is capable of correctly predicting all the quantitative trends in binding energies for all test cases and substantially reduces computational cost as compared with the standard SAPT calculations. The successful application of the approach to nitramide dimer demonstrates that it potentially provides a good means to calculate accurately intermolecular forces in larger system such as energetic systems.
In these years there was considerable interest in understanding of intermolecular forces in energetic (explosive) systems [1ü3] . The supermolecular approach (SM) is widely adopted for calculating ab initio intermolecular interactions. Nevertheless, it is unable to provide physically meaningful interaction contributions such as electrostatic, induction, repulsion and dispersion energies. In contrast, the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) [4ü8] has the ability to derive these correlated interaction energy components from Hartree-Fock (HF) orbitals and orbital energies, and becomes a most natural tool for investigation of intermolecular interactions. However, implementation of the SAPT for large systems is very time-consuming and even computationally prohibited. To get over this computational barrier, the best choice is to combine SAPT with the density functional theory (DFT) [9] .
While DFT succeeds in predicting chemical aspects [10ü12] , it has less success in predicting intermolecular interaction energies [13ü16] . There were calculations where density functionals provided a good estimate for the interaction energies of hydrogen bonded complexes, however some researchers [17] warned that the results predicted for hydrogen-bonding interactions by DFT should be taken with care. Recent work [18ü22] in the development of new density functionals has produced a density functional to treat the long-range dispersion interaction and applied it successfully to graphite [19] . Urs Zimmerli et al. [23] extended density functional theory to the description of long-range dispersion interactions to investigate the interaction of water with aromatics. Misquitta et al. [24] used frequency-dependent density susceptibilities (FDDS) from time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) to determine the dispersion energy. There are another so-called asymptotic deficiencies [25ü30] in current DFTs, that is, these
DFTs offer a poor description of the virtual KohnSham (KS) orbitals and eignvalues [25ü29] , which arises from the asymptotically incorrect behavior of most density functionals.
In the present paper we investigate the combination of SAPT with asymptotically corrected DFTs by utilizing two types of asymptotic functionals on He 2 , (HF) 2 and (N 2 ) 2 . And then, a corrected SAPT(DFT) is applied to a larger energetic system ⎯ nitramide dimer for evaluating its computational efficiency. The nitramide is a simple model of nitramine explosives like HMX and RDX [1, 2] .
Methods

A short overview of standard SAPT
The Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) [4, 5] has been successfully applied to many small systems [6ü8] . A detailed description [4, 5] of SAPT was presented and will not be repeated here. However, a short overview of the theory may be necessary in interpreting and understanding the results in this work.
In standard SAPT, the total Hamiltonian H for the dimer consisting of molecules (monomers) A and B is partitioned as H=F+W+V, where V is the intermolecular interaction operator, F=F A +F B is the sum of the Fock operators for monomers A and B and W=W A +W B is the sum of the intramonomer correlation operators which are defined as: W X =H X −F X (H X is the total Hamiltonian of monomer X). Thus, the supermolecular HF interaction energy ( HF int E ) can be expressed as [5] 
where (1) pol,resp (3) ε arriving at the 3rd order in W is the intramonomer electron correlation correction [7] to HF electrostatic energy (
pol E ), the subscript "resp" denotes orbital relaxation (response) effect [36] . The correlation part (
exch (ccsd) ε ) of the first-order exchange arrives at CCSD level using a non-perturbative technique [8] . The intramonomer correlation part [6] (
disp (2) ε ) of the dispersion is computed through the 2nd order in W. The (2) exch disp E − in the paper to tell from the corresponding correlated components in the standard SAPT.
It is worth emphasizing that the operator V is expressed in the complete form [4] and not as a multipole expansion. This means that the charge overlap effects are properly taken into consideration and thus the interaction energy terms above are well defined for all intermolecular distances.
Asymptotically corrected SAPT(DFT)
The Hamiltonian partitioning scheme in standard SAPT leads to a triple perturbation expansion in V, W A and W B , and therefore making the implementation of standard SAPT computationally intensive. This limitation is an obstacle to extending the SAPT into large systems. In order to reduce the computational cost, it is proposed first by Williams and Chabalowski [9] that the interaction energies are obtained from SAPT expressions based upon Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals and orbital energies from conventional density functionals. This method is referred to as SAPT(DFT) [9] .
The idea behind this SAPT(DFT) method is to replace the H=F+W+V in the standard SAPT 
where KS means that these correlated energy components are derived based upon KS orbitals and KS orbital energies.
It has been demonstrated [39] that with r tending to infinity, the exact V XC approaches a system-dependent positive value [40, 41, 29] :
where I is the ionization potential and ε HOMO is the highest occupied molecular orbital eigenvalue.
Unfortunately, the exact V XC has not been found. And all continuum potentials practically adopted by present DFTs have an incorrect asymptotic form that V XC tends to zero in the "asymptotic region", i.e.,
. This incorrect asymptotic behavior causes a symptom [9] that the combination of SAPT with conventional DFT falls short of a satisfactory accuracy. Recent years it is shown by some researchers [37, 38] that the accuracy of these SAPT(DFT) interaction energies is greatly improved by introducing asymptotical corrections. Various correction schemes [25, 27, 42, 43] are proposed to overcome the problem with the incorrect asymptotic behavior. In this work the B3LYP, HCTH407, PBE and PBE0 functionals are asymptotically corrected using LB94 potential (V LB ) [42] and Fermi-Amaldi (FA) potential (V FA ) [27] .
Here, we simply describe the two asymptotic correction schemes adopted in this work. It is assumed that each atom X in a molecule is located at a center of the two spheres whose radii are R 1X and R 2X and the exchange-correlation potential V XC (r) at grid point r is at a distance d X from X. The R 1X and R 2X are α and β times Bragg-Slater radius of atom X, respectively. In this work, α=3.0 and β=4.0. Thus, the V XC (r) is built in the following way:
(1) d X < R 1X for any atom: The grid point is located in the "bulk region" of the molecule, and the V XC (r) is no other than the regular XC potential of a conventional functional like PBE0, B3LYP.
(2) d X > R 2X for all atoms in this molecule: The grid point is located in the "asymptotic region". If in LB scheme,
and if in FA scheme,
The LB94 type potential (eq. (7)) and FA type potential (eq. (8)) satisfy the correct asymptotic behavior (eq.(6)) of exact XC potential.
The grid point lies between R 1 and R 2 for M atoms. In this case, a splicing scheme [27] proposed by Tozer and Handy is adopted to connect smoothly the regular XC potential in "bulk region" and LB94 or FA type potentials in the "asymptotic region", i.e.,
or
where
Computational details
The asymptotically corrected KS orbitals and orbital energies of PBE0, PBE, HCTH407 and B3LYP are calculated by modified CADPAC6.5 [44] , and then are input into a suite of SAPT codes [45] for computing the SAPT(DFT) interaction components. All supermolecular methods but SM PBE0 are performed on G94 program [46] . The SM PB0 is implemented on CADPAC. A set of dimers, He 2 , (N 2 ) 2 and (HF) 2 , standing for three different interaction types, is available to test the two asymptotic correction schemes. The geometries of the test dimers are shown in fig. 1 . For the sake of comparison with other methods, some necessary calculations involving conventional SAPT (DFT) without any asymptotic corrections, standard SAPT, SM CCSD(T), SM MP4(SDQT), SM B3LYP and SM PBE0 are also carried out on these test systems. When making the SM CCSD(T) and SM MP4 calculations, core electrons are frozen. In these calculations, a so-called dimer-centered plus basis set (DC+BS) is used, that is, a set of main basis functions locates on all atom nucleus of dimer (including ghost nuclei of a ghost monomer), a mid-function (symbolized as plus) locates at the midpoint of the centers of mass (COM) of the two monomers. The role of this mid-function is to improve the accuracy of the dispersion terms [48] . Counterpoise (CP) [49] correction is used in supermolecular calculations to eliminate the basis set superposition errors (BSSE). Since the SAPT does not introduce BSSE in itself, the DC+BS with substantial computational cost may not be necessary in the computation of nitramide dimers, instead a monomer-centered plus basis set (MC+BS) [50] is adopted.
We utilize the newest FDDS method [24] for dispersion energy in the SAPT(DFT). The determination of FDDS dispersion energy needs the electric hessian matrice H (1) and magnetic hessian matrice H (2) that both can be solved by a TDDFT routine in CAD-PAC6.5.
There are three SAPT(DFT) schemesüFA-SAPT(DFT), LB-SAPT(DFT) and NOAC-SAPT (DFT) in this paper. The FA-, LB-SAPT(DFT) mean that the derivation of SAPT(DFT) interaction energies is based upon FA or LB asymptotically corrected techniques. The NOAC-SAPT(DFT) means that the SAPT(DFT) interaction energies are derived directly from conventional KS orbitals and orbital energies without introducing any asymptotic corrections (AC).
According to these test results, we apply an asymptotic correction technique of a good accuracy along with an efficient MC+BS scheme to a set of nitramide dimers. The basis sets practically adopted and the monomer's ionization potentials (IP) available for asymptotical corrections are also shown in fig. 1 . The geometrical parameters of nitramide dimers used here were described in ref. [47] .
Results and discussions
Helium dimers
A set of He 2 systems is analyzed in detail. This is because the results from highest level of theories such as Full-CI (FCI) [51] , high-level SAPT [52] (Hi-SAPT)
were given for this system. In addition, Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [53] results and experimental values [54, 55] also were published. The Hi-SAPT includes full intramonomer electron correlations, so its results are chosen to be a benchmark for He 2 in this work. The experimental data showed [54, 55] that the van der Waals minimum distance for the dimer is 5.6 bohrs.
For R = 5.6 bohrs, we test the four functionalsüPBE0, PBE, HCTH407 and B3LYP in the three FA-, LB-and NOAC-SAPT(DFT) schemes, and for other R, only PBE0 is tested. The SAPT(DFT) interaction energies are calculated according to eq. (5) and eq. (12), and the standard SAPT interaction energies are derived in terms of eq.(4). Table 1 lists the FA-, LB-, NOAC-SAPT(PBE0), standard SAPT and Hi-SAPT components and the sum of these components at several separations. Table 2 collects FA-, LB-and NOAC-SAPT(DFT) components at R =5.6 bohrs in the case of PBE, HCTH407 and B3LYP. The interaction energies of all supermolecular methods, the total energies of Hi-SAPT, and experimental data are given in table 3. The notation SAPT(HF) in table 1 represents one of HF energy terms like (10) pol E , (10) exch E , (20) ind,resp E and so on.
We first discuss the accuracy of SAPT(DFT) components in terms of the Hi-SAPT benchmark. Clearly, the NOAC-SAPT(PBE0) components are too much overestimated, and even the numerical accuracy of them is inferior to that of the SAPT(HF) components. The components change for the better to some extent utilizing LB asymptotic correction, but still cannot arrive at a higher numerical accuracy. The FA-SAPT(PBE0) scheme yields satisfactory results which are very close to the exact values from the high-level SAPT. Therefore, we inferred that the FA-SAPT(PBE0) attains to a high numerical accuracy. This conclusion holds for the other three functionals in the table 2. It is also found that the convergence of (2) exch ind (KS) E − and
greatly outperforms that of the counterparts in standard SAPT.
If let
HF def E δ approximate the sum of the fully correlated components of 3rd and higher order in V, then the total interaction energy (
The SAPT(DFT) int E for this dimer system is listed in Now we turn to the total interaction energies. According to table 3, these potential curves from various methods are plotted in fig. 2 along with exact theoretical results and experimental data (reported in 1987). The supermolecular B3LYP and HF methods incorrectly predict the system to be unbound at these separations. This is no surprise for the HF interaction where dispersion is nonexistent. In the case of B3LYP, this incorrect behavior results from the inability of the current DFT exchange-correlation functional to adequately describe the dispersion interaction. It is an interesting thing that the SM PBE0 has an ability to predict the system to be bound. This is possibly because the PBE0 functional is built taking into account the most important physical constraints, including a reasonable long-range behavior of V XC . Unfortunately, these SM PBE0 interaction energies are still overestimated (too negative) and the van der Waals minimum distance is shifted to a slightly smaller value (5.40 bohrs). The NOAC-SAPT(PBE0) does indeed predict the He 2 to be bound, however the potential curve has too shallow a well depth and its minimum distance is shifted to a larger interatomic separation (5.91 bohrs). The whole potentials of NOAC-SAPT(PBE0) are underestimated (too positive). This illustrates that the asymptotic behavior of the PBE0's V XC is too inaccurate to predict the accurate interaction energies. The LB-SAPT(PBE0) has an enhanced prediction over SM PBE0, for example, the potential is near the accurate one, and the anticipative minimum distance is 5.57 bohrs, a clearly better value than the one in SM PBE0. Nevertheless, the approach cannot still overcome the problem of numerical accuracy. The potentials and the van der Waals minimum distances predicted by the SM MP4(SDQT) and SM CCSD(T) agree better with the Hi-SAPT. In contrast, the SM MP2 interaction energies are underestimated (too positive) and the predicted position of well depth locates at a slightly larger distance of 5.78 bohrs. Although the three SM post-HF methods implicitly contain dispersive electron correlation effects, unlike the SM MP4 and SM CCSD(T) the SM MP2 only includes the HF dispersion energy (2) disp (2) ε from standard SAPT can be able to recover to a substantially degree the high level SAPT interaction energies (
The (2) disp (2) ε is contained in the correlation parts of the SM CCSD(T) and SM MP4(SDQT) interaction energies. The SM MP2+ (2) disp (2) ε also predicts a very good minimum distance of 5.6 bohrs which agrees well with the results anticipated by other accurate methods listed in table 4 (also see fig. 3 ). This fact further demonstrates that the He 2 is dominated by dispersion energy. It is found from table 3 that there is obvious discrepancy among the FA-SAPT(PBE0), Hi-SAPT, standard SAPT, SM CCSD(T) and SM MP4 results at the position of R = 5.0 bohrs. The reason for this is that the position is very near the turning point on the potential curve from attractive force to repulsive force. In fact, the numerical results at the positions near the turning point are sensitive to the theoretical method or basis set or even experimental technique. This can also be seen in the reported SM FCI and QMC results, 1982 and 1987 experimental data (see table 3), and the following results for nitramide dimers.
In fig. 2 , the potentials of SM CCSD(T), SM MP4(SDQT), standard SAPT, FA-SAPT(PBE0), Hi-SAPT and SM MP2+ (2) disp (2) ε are almost in a superposition. To distinguish them, the parts of these potentials near van der Waals minimum distance are enlarged in fig. 3 . A series of the minimum binding energies (E min ) and van der Waals minimum distances (R min ) are read from these smoothed potentials in fig. 3 , and collected in table 4. It is seen from fig. 3 and table 4 that among these exact methods, the FA-SAPT(PBE0) has the best ability to recover the behavior of Hi-SAPT.
It is concluded from the above discussion that the corrected exchange-correlation potential of PBE0 utilizing FA type potential in the asymptotic region is able to predict the interaction energy to a good accuracy. As will be seen in the following results, there is the same conclusion in the other two test systems.
Hydrogen fluoride dimer and nitrogen molecule dimer
The hydrogen fluoride dimer is a typical model for the hydrogen-bonded complex. It is impossible to perform the Hi-SAPT and FCI theory on HF dimer. Some researchers [48] reported that for HF dimer the CP-corrected SM CCSD(T) can predict a well depth that is extremely close to the experimental value. In this test, the SM CCSD(T) is to be used as a benchmark for evaluating the asymptotic corrections. The nonlinear geometry (see figure 1(c) ) of HF dimer considered here is taken from reference [56] . The results are collected in the table 5.
Unlike the previously described systems, the HF dimer contains permanent electric dipole moments, and thus its binding energy is enhanced by two orders of magnitude over He dimer. SM B3LYP and SM PBE0 are able to predict the HF dimer to be bound. This is natural for this system where the coulomb interaction dominates. It is seen from table 5 that the electrostatic components are the largest contributors to the total interaction energies. The binding energies predicted by the four NOAC-SAPT(DFT) are all worse than the SM B3LYP. This attributes to the fact that these XC potentials have incorrect asymptotic behaviors. Contrary to the He dimer, the LB-SAPT(DFT) proves to be more effective in improving accuracy, but its numeric accuracy is inferior a little to that in FA-SAPT(DFT). Among the four FA asymptotic correction schemes, the FA-SAPT(PBE0) is the best. The HF def E δ is important and must be taken into account in computing total interaction energy; Table 5 The SAPT(DFT) components and SM interaction energies of HF dimer (Energy in kJCmol otherwise, the sum (
) of components at first-, second-order in V cannot arrive at an enough accuracy.
According to the conclusions made in the two previous test systems, only PBE0 is available further for validation of the FA-SAPT(DFT) scheme in the N 2 dimer systems. The results are listed in table 6. The binding energy's order of magnitude for this dimer is between the two preceding systems. Obviously, the dispersion energy is predominant, but the importance of the coulomb and induction interaction enhances by contrast with the He 2 . Neither SM B3LYP nor SM HF predicts the dimer to be bound at R = 0.2 nm (see fig.  1(b) ). The SM PBE0 underestimates binding energy too much. Relative to the value at SM CCSD(T), the FA-, LB-SAPT(PBE0) can both give satisfactory results to a good accuracy over the standard SAPT, but the SAPT(DFT) int E in the FA schemes is closer to the SM CCSD(T) result than the LB-SAPT(PBE0). The accuracy in the FA is better than that of SM MP4(SDQT) result, but this is not true for the LB.
Nitramide dimer
The nitramide is a simple model of nitramine explosive. The intermolecular interaction of its dimer has been investigated using supermolecular approach by some researchers [2] . Recently some authors [47] of this paper derived its SAPT dispersion and induction components. As compared with the previous three test dimers, the dimer falls into a relatively large system. The SAPT(DFT) theory does not introduce the so-called BSSE in itself. Therefore, the DC+BS may not be necessary in FA-SAPT(PBE0). Williams [50] proposed a so-called MC+BS scheme for computing SAPT Table 6 The SAPT(DFT) components and SM interaction energies of N2 dimer (Energy in kJCmol Table 7 The FA-SAPT(PBE0) and standard SAPT components and SM MP4 interaction energies for nitramide dimers at several separations (Energy in kJCmol 13.13×10 components. The scheme can effectively avoid high computation in DC+BS and does not spoil the numerical accuracy. In the recent standard SAPT computation [47] , it was found that for nitramide dimer the MC+BS speeds up by a factor of~2.5 over the DC+BS. In the following FA-SAPT(PBE0) calculations, the MC+BS scheme rather than DC+BS is adopted.
The results for nitramide dimer are given in table 7. The MC+BS standard SAPT interaction energies [47] derived in the previous work are also given in this table. RAM and disk spaces. It is clear that the FA-SAPT(PBE0) scheme does indeed attain to reducing the computational cost.
Conclusions
Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory based on the FA asymptotic correction to KS orbital is able to recover the electrostatic, exchange, induction, exchange-induction, and exchange-dispersion components to a good accuracy. Since the electrostatic, exchange and induction energies are implicitly included in the DFT interaction energy, the rather inaccurate values of these components obtained without any asymptotic correction indicate that even in the systems dominated by electrostatic interaction, e.g. HF dimer, the supermolecular DFT interaction energy must be influenced unfavourably by the inaccuracy of these interaction energy components.
Because the HF def E δ represents the sum of all 3rd-and higher-order induction, exchange-induction terms and 2nd-and higher-order exchange-deformation terms, it should be taken into account in evaluating total interaction energy in order to ensure total interaction energy to arrive at an enough numerical accuracy. Therefore, eq. (12) is strongly recommended in evaluating the total FA-SAPT(DFT) interaction energy.
The successful application of the asymptotically corrected FDDS to the nitramide dimers confirms that the FA corrected FDDS technique provides an efficient approach for accurate calculation of dispersion interactions for relative large systems.
The fact that the supermolecular PBE0 has an ability to predict for the systems dominated by dispersion interaction whether or not to be bound justifies that the PBE0's exchange-correlation potential in itself has a reasonable long-range behavior. This may be a main reason why the PBE0 is found to provide better numerical accuracy than other density functionals whether in NOAC-, LB-SAPT(DFT) schemes or in FA-SAPT(DFT).
Since such a SAPT(DFT) scheme eliminates the need to calculate the intramonomer correlation correc-tions which are computationally intensive in the standard SAPT, the FA-SAPT(PBE0) achieves a substantial reduction in computational cost over the standard SAPT calculation.
In summary, the FA-SAPT(PBE0) certainly provides a good means to calculate accurately intermolecular forces at a smaller computational cost. The implementation of this method on some larger dimers is underway.
